
Astronomy 154
Lab 4:  Intensity Versus Distance

Graphic showing the relationship between the Intensity of light and the distance from emission source.
Image by:  http://cdn.cambridgeincolour.com/images/tutorials/flash2_distance.png

Nearly everything we know about the Universe has been inferred from the light collected on the
Earth's surface.  The different ways that we collect and analyze the light reaching us teaches 
Astronomers about:  what emitted the light, how far away it was, what it's composition was, what it's 
shape and size were, even what was in between the emission source and us on the light's journey!

Aside:  You may recall learning from Astronomy 153 that light comes in many wavelengths, of which the 
visible portion we are familiar with is just a tiny tiny fraction.  In the light spectrum lab, you saw how different 
wavelengths of light correspond to different colors, and that certain substances can emit light of particular 
wavelengths, giving us information about the composition of the emission source.

In this exercise, you'll see how the brightness of a star, possibly the simplest thing you can say 
about the light coming from a star, can show how far away the star is, and therefore how the stars we 
see fit together in the larger galactic neighborhood.

Map of local stars with our Sun and Solar System at the center, for reference.
http://www.nightsky.ie/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/local-stars.JPG



To begin, remember that light travels at a specific speed in the vacuum of space, a Universal 
constant known as “c”, c=3×108 m /s .  Next, recall that stars are roughly spherical balls of gas 
emitting light equally in all directions.  Imagine the light emitted at a single instant from the star.  That 
light will leave the surface as a spherical shell.  That shell of light will then expand symmetrically as 
every particle of light moves at the same speed, c, away from the star.  The spherical shell of light 
contains exactly the same number of photons that it did wen it was emitted, but as they travel the shell 
will need to spread out to cover more area.  So the intensity, or light/area, of the shell will fall off with 

the increasing surface area, a factor of 
1

Radius2  In the case of our light shell, that Radius is the 

distance from the star!

Cartoon of star emitting light in a spherical shell Diagram of expanding light shells
http://www.bobthealien.co.uk/sunimage.png           http://physics.uoregon.edu/~jimbrau/BrauImNew/Chap17/FG17_05.jpg

In this lab exercise, we will simulate a star with a light bulb, like in the first image of the 
exercise, and we will measure the intensity of light coming from that bulb with a photometer, as we 
move the photometer away from the light source.

1. Prepare for the lab by opening the Excel template for this exercise, turning your photometer to 
“fc” mode, and then turning on your bulb when you are ready to take measurements.  When 
everyone is ready, the classroom lights can be turned off to provide a lower background of light.
Keep your light bulb on until everyone has finished taking measurements, so you don't disrupt 
other group's background.

2. Find the position of the actual bulb by reading off the position of the bulb's edge from the 
track's ruler, in cm, this will be the same value for all of “A” column in the Excel sheet.  Now 
move the photometer away from the light source until it stops reading 0.L (maxed out) and 
displays a number.  Record that number and the position of the photometer, in cm. Read the 
position of the leading edge of the photometer, because that is where light is actually being 
collected from.  This will be in the “C” column.

3. Continue moving your photometer away from the light source, recording the photometer 
reading (“E” column:  Intensity), in 3cm increments until you reach the edge of the track.

4. When you are finished with measurements, turn off the photometers, and wait for everyone else
to finish.  When the class lights are turned on, turn off the experiment bulbs.

5. Fill in the Excel sheet columns by calculating the distance between bulb and photometer 
(Photometer position - bulb position), and squaring that distance.

6. Now you will need to plot the Intensity measurements (y-axis) versus Distance^2, which you 
just calculated in Excel.  

http://www.bobthealien.co.uk/sunimage.png
http://physics.uoregon.edu/~jimbrau/BrauImNew/Chap17/FG17_05.jpg


• Make a scatter plot in Excel by selecting “Insert” “Charts” and “Scatter” and pick the very 
first scatter chart option.  

• Excel will attempt to create a scatter plot with all the columns.  Right click on the chart, and
go to “Select Data.”  In the “Select Data Source” window that pops up, remove all of the 
series that Excel tried to make for you.

• Now “Add” a new series to your blank chart.  In the “Edit Series” box that appears type in 
“Intensity vs. Distance Squared” as the Series Name.  

• For the Series X-Values, you want to click on the arrow button beside the text box.  This 
will allow you to select the area on the Excel sheet.  Click and drag to include all the values 
of “D” column.  Press the red arrow button to go back to the box and select the Y-values.

• For the Series Y-Values, click the arrow button beside that text box, then click and drag the 
values in the “E” column:  Intensity.  Click the arrow button to go back again.

• Press okay twice to see your graph!  Move the graph around so that it does not overlap with 
your data. The relationship should be approximately linear!

Finally, you will use Excel to calculate the distance to the 25 brightest stars visible in our sky 
(stars listed from apparently brightest to dimmest).  If you know the intrinsic brightness of the star, and 
its' apparent brightness as viewed on Earth, there is a very simple way to calculate its' distance.  After 
you have found each distance, describe whether the star is inside or outside of the Milky Way Galaxy, 
knowing that the Milky Way is roughly 100.000 light years across.

The formula we will use to determine the distance to each listed star compares the apparent 
brightness of the star “m” (what we measure on Earth) with it's actual, intrinsic brightness “M”.  For 
historical reasons, brightness is greater with the more negative numbers, like golf scoring.

1. Use Excel to calculate the distance in pc to each listed star.  Use the formula D=10
m− M5

5  

making sure to use parentheses when necessary to preserve order of operations.
2. Convert these calculated distances from pc to ly with the conversion factor 1pc = 3.26ly, and 

compare the result with the diameter of the Milky Way.
3. Add your name to the Excel sheet and print it out!

Notice the distance between the Sun's apparent brightness of -26.73, and its' true brightness of 4.84.  
Use your knowledge of how distance effects light intensity to understand that difference!  Now find the
farthest star on the list.  Compare its' Intrinsic brightness to it's apparent brightness!


